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November 15, 2022 
 
 
SUBJECT:  Letter of Clarification No. 5 

IVR (Interactive Voice Response) and Call Center Telephone Solution for 
the Municipal Courts Department 

 
REFERENCE:  Request for Proposals (RFP) No.: S19-T31163 
 
TO:    All Prospective Proposers: 
 
This Letter of Clarification is issued for the following reason: 
 

 
I. To respond to questions posed by prospective proposers. 

 
Question 1: Who is the primary team that led this request internally and what is the 

problem that needs to be solved? 
COH Response: The Municipal Courts Department (MCD)/One Call Solution Center 

(OCSC) is the lead department.  MCD is seeking a Contractor for 
credit card processing to improve current issues, including 
downtime; communication, and response to inquiries. 

Question 2: Who is the current contractor of this service? 
COH Response: The current contract is with ACI Worldwide, Inc. 
Question 3: Regarding Section 3.2.5 of the Scope of Work, can the City elaborate 

on the client fee MCD is requesting? Does this come out of the 
convenience fee charged to the customer or something else? 

COH Response: Currently, MCD receives a client fee per transaction. The fee 
comes from the convenience fee. 
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Question 4: If MCD is currently taking payments, does the City have any annual or 

monthly historical data, such as the number of card transactions, 
number of electronic check transactions, and average payment 
amount? 

COH Response Yes, the City has annual and monthly historical data.   

Question 5: Is the City looking for actual live people to take calls and manage the 
operations of the call center? 

COH Response The expectation is to have live staff available to process credit 
card payments during MCD business hours as well as the 
Contractor’s normal hours of business operations (English and 
Spanish languages).  After business hours, the Contractor is 
required to have an IVR system to process credit card payments. 

Question 6: What third party software vendors or VARS does the City utilize in 
which a third-party integration project may be required and which 
department(s) would this be required? 

COH Response The City utilizes Cisco Unified Contact Center Enterprise as well 
as custom applications owned by the City that may require 
integration. 

Question 7: Can the City provide the annual sales (dollars processed) in credit 
cards and debit cards? 

COH Response From January of 2021 to December of 2021, the amount 
processed by credit cards was $4,209,162.00 and amount by debit 
cards was $1,984,220.00. 

Question 8: Can the City provide the annual transaction volumes for (number of 
transactions) for both credit cards and debit cards? 

COH Response From January of 2021 to December of 2021, the annual 
transactions for credit cards was 12,983 and by debit card was 
6,023. 

Question 9: Can the City provide a breakdown of tender types (i.e., Credit Card, 
PIN or PINLess Debit, ACH, etc.)? 

COH Response The tender types the City currently uses are credit cards, ACH 
and by debit. 

Question 10: Can the City provide a breakdown of annual e-check transactions, 
credit card transactions over the web, and debit card transactions over 
the web and in person? 

COH Response This information cannot be provided at this time. 

Question 11: Can the City provide merchant statements for the last three months? 
COH Response This information cannot be provided at this time. 
Question 12: Will the City accept DocuSign signatures as a legitimate “wet” 

authorized signature, such as the Conflict of Interest, Anti-Collusion, 
and etc. Can those signatures be provided via Adobe E-signature 
(digitally) or must they be signed manually (wet signature) in blue ink? 

COH Response The City will accept digital signatures, however all required 
forms/documents are required to be either mailed or delivered to 
the City Secretary's Office with your company's proposal 
package. 
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Question 13: Within the “Purpose”, please explain in addition, to calling into the 
center, a MCD OCSC representative will make outbound calls while 
having the customer on the line to the vendor representative.” Is the 
vendor representative the Contractor’s representative? If so, can we 
assume that the MCD OCSC representative is seeking technical 
information about the system? 
 

COH Response The Vendor Representative and the Contractor Representative is 
one in the same.  No, the OCSC Representative is not seeking 
technical information. The representative is facilitating the 
payment of the citizen and the vendor representative. 

Question 14: Will the staff members of the Call Center be employees of MCD or the 
contractor? 

COH Response OCSC will have their own call center which will communicate with 
the vendor's call center.  Each center will employ their own 
employees. 

Question 15: What will be the expected average number of calls (per day or month, 
etc.) received? 

COH Response The average number of calls is approximately 18,000 calls per 
month. 

Question 16: What will be the expected average duration of the calls? 
COH Response The expected average duration of a call is approximately five-

minutes. 
Question 17: Will the City accept an electronic-only submission? 
COH Response No, all submissions need to be either mailed or delivered to the 

City Secretary's Office, per Part IV (page 12) of solicitation. 
Question 18: Is the City interested in seeing information about additional features 

offered in the solution? 
COH Response Yes, the City is interested in seeing additional features that may 

be offered. 
Question 19: Regarding section 3.6 in the Scope of Work, “IVR” usually stands for 

“interactive voice response.” Is this the meaning you intend, or is the 
City requesting true voice recognition, in which the caller’s voice 
commands are recognized by the system? 

COH Response The City is requesting true voice recognition. 
Question 20: What does the current contractor not provide that the City wants added 

to the solution? 
COH Response Spanish speaking staff, 8:00 am – 6 pm; an assigned account 

representative who responds immediately, within 24 hours, and 
actively assist in resolving all issues; reduced hold times to 
prevent manual resolution; Reduced vendor system downtime.  
Immediate notification of when the system is down, with 
notification of resolution time; vendor able to create reports 
required by OCSC; access to a detailed IVR Payment Detail 
Report; Zero to Minimal inaccurate processing payment amounts; 
ability to accept American Express credit cards; accept payments 
greater than $999.00; and ability to add and remove agents to the 
Contractors system. 

Question 21: How many calls per month are expected to be processed by the 
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payment IVR? 
COH Response The expected number of calls is approximately 18,000. 
Question 22: What is the average call length for both IVR and Call Center handled 

calls? 
COH Response The expected average call length for both IVR and the Call Center 

is approximately five-minutes. 
Question 23: Section 1.0 of the Scope of Work references the goal of seeking 

proposals from qualified third-party vendor(s) for the installation, 
system integration, operation, and maintenance of a credit card 
payment processing and IVR system payment services for the 
Municipal Court’s call center customers.  Does the City currently 
operate a call center for these services now? If so, what systems are 
in use now, number of seats, etc.? 
 

COH Response Yes; the proprietary systems are CSMART and iNovah; and the 
OCSC staff is 20. 

Question 24: Regarding Section 3.2 of the Scope of Work, is the expectation to 
have a single Payment Processor & IVR, or can the IVR be a separate 
cloud service that integrates with a Payment Processor and what is the 
purpose of the client fee? 

COH Response Either solution is open to be considered as long as additional 
Contractors are not required for MCD and does not jeopardize 
PCI compliance. The client fee is to offset administrative and 
operational business expenses. 

Question 25: Section 3.4 of the Scope of Work for the Call Center reads as though 
the City is looking for a 3rd party to be the call center (BPO); please 
confirm if the expectation is for the Contractor to provide call center 
services. 

COH Response Expectation is for the Contractor to provide call center services 
to process credit card payments. 

Question 26: Regarding Section 3.5 of the Scope of Work for the Project Location, is 
the intent is for the Proposer to configure, implement, provide training, 
staff and operate the solution at the location provided? If so, can more 
information be provided about the location and infrastructure and is the 
City of Houston open to a Cloud based solution and remote call center 
services? 

COH Response No. 
Question 27: What is the projected call volume the contractor’s call center expect to 

receive? 
COH Response The expected average projected call volume is approximately 

18,000 calls per month. 
Question 28: Are there other communication platforms used (e.g., email, SMS, 

etc.)?  If so, what are the other platforms and what is the expected 
volume for each?   

COH Response Other communications platforms are not utilized in the current 
business environment. 

Question 29: What percentage of the total communications are bilingual (not 
English)?   

COH Response The percentage of total communication that are bilingual is 
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approximately over 50 percent with an emphasis on Spanish. 
Question 30: What’s the current role of the MCD One Call Solutions Center (OCSC) 

today; what’s the role of the contractor’s call center relative to the 
OCSC operation; and is the contractor’s center replacing OCSC, 
taking over certain responsibilities or implementing new capabilities? 

COH Response The One Call Solutions Center (OCSC) role is to service the 
customers with understanding of citation received and if the 
citizen decides to pay; then transfers the citizen to the Contractor 
after confirming the payment amount. The Contractor's role is to 
process the payment on behalf of OCSC.  The Contractors call 
center is not replacing OCSC. They will facilitate processing 
citizen credit card payments either by calls that are transferred to 
them or the citizen connects directly to the IVR system. The 
Contractor can also present new capabilities. 

Question 31: How does MCD currently take and process payments, what is the 
rationale for changing this process, and is it possible to use this 
current payment system rather than create a whole new structure? 

COH Response OCSC role is to service the customers with understanding of 
citation received and if the citizen decides to pay; then transfers 
the citizen to the contractor after confirming the payment amount. 
The contractor's role is to process the payment on behalf of 
OCSC. There is no change to current process 

Question 32: With MCD closed on the listed holidays, will the 800 number/IVR 
system expected to be available and operating and is the 800 
number/IVR system expected to be available 24/7? 

COH Response Yes, the 800 number/IVR system is expected to be available 24/7. 
Question 33: In Section 3.5 of the Scope of Work (Projection Location and Hours of 

Operation, is the call center expected to be placed at the MCD OCSC 
physical location rather than the contractor’s own call center? 

COH Response No, the Contractor will utilize their own call center. 
Question 34: Are work from home agents acceptable and can the staffing be a mix 

of on-sight agents and WFH? 
COH Response Contractor must be PCI compliant and are responsible for how 

they manage their staffing. 
Question 35: Is City seeking a contractor staffed solution? 
COH Response Yes, the City is seeking a solution that is staffed. 
Question 36: Would it be possible to obtain some volumes, transactions and dollar 

amounts? 
COH Response Approximately 18,000 calls per month and approximately 8 

million dollars. 
Question 37: What is the annual card transaction volume? 
COH Response From January 2021 to December 2021, the annual card 

transactions was 12,983. 
Question 38: What is the average card transaction amount? 
COH Response From January 2021 to December 2021, the average card 

transaction amount was $324.21. 
Question 39: What is the annual ACH (eCheck) transaction volume? 
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COH Response From January 2021 to December 2021, the annual ACH (eCheck) 
transaction volume was 57. 

Question 40: What is the average ACH (eCheck) transaction amount? 
COH Response From January 2021 to December 2021, the average ACH (eCheck) 

transaction amount was $273.84 
Question 41: Is the City able to share copies of the most recent merchant 

statements? 
COH Response This information cannot be provided at this time. 
Question 42: Regard Section 1.0 of the Scope of Work, in addition to calling into the 

center, a MCD OCSC representative may make outbound calls while 
having the Customer on the line with the vendor representative.  Is it 
the intention of the City that the chosen contractor provide a call center 
representative to take all payer payments over the phone, where the 
payers have opted to speak with a representative instead of paying 
through the IVR? 

COH Response Yes. 
Question 43: Section 3.2.5 of the Scope of Work indicates that the Contractor shall 

pay MCD a client fee in an amount agreed upon by both parties.  As 
described in Section 3.2.4, the City mentions having the Contractor 
pass a convenience fee to the payer. Is the City looking to add a 
separate fee, where that fee would be deposited to the City? 

COH Response No. 
Question 44: Section 3.3.3 of the Scope of Work indicates a call center service 

operated by the Contractor on behalf of the MCD pursuant to the 
service levels agreed upon by both parties. Customers shall be 
transferred to the Contractors Call Center Service via the IVR system 
in the event of system error or the Customer preferring to opt-out of 
the IVR system.  If a payer opts out of the IVR, would they be directed 
to a representative of MCD first, say if a caller has questions outside 
just making a payment (e.g. court related, balance inquiries)? Or, is 
the City looking to have the Contractor take all calls from payers when 
they opt out? 

COH Response All calls are routed to the OCSC.  OCSC seeks to have the 
Contractor take payments only. 

Question 45: What is the total volume of credit card payments made annually? 
COH Response The total volume of credit card payments are approximately 8 

million dollars. 
Question 46: What is the total number of transactions made by credit card annually? 
COH Response From January 2021 to December 2021, the number of 

transactions made by credit card was 12,983. 
Question 47: What is the total volume of debit card payments made annually? 
COH Response From January 2021 to December 2021, the total volume of debit 

cards payments was 6,023. 
Question 48: What is the total number of transactions made by debit card annually? 
COH Response From January 2021 to December 2021, the total number of 

transactions made by debit cards was 6,023. 
Question 49: What is the total volume of electronic check payments made annually? 
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COH Response From January 2021 to December 2021, the total volume of 
electronic check payments was 57. 

Question 50: What is the total number of transactions made by electronic check 
annually? 

COH Response From January 2021 to December 2021, the total number of 
transactions by electronic checks was 57. 

Question 51: What are the total number of IVR minutes used annually through the 
payments IVR? 

COH Response This Information cannot be provided at this time. 
Question 52: What is the average duration of an IVR payment call using the 

automated system? 
COH Response This Information cannot be provided at this time. 
Question 53: What are the total number of calls MCD representatives take annually? 
COH Response The total number of calls MCD representatives take annually is 

approximately 215,000. 
Question 54: How many calls are MCD representatives taking in regards to just 

making a payment, annually? 
COH Response This information is not tracked. 
Question 55: What is the average duration an MCD representative is spending on 

the phone with a payer? 
COH Response The average duration is approximately five-minutes. 
Question 56: How many MCD representatives in the call center are taking 

payments? 
COH Response There is approximately 20 staff members taking payments. 
Question 57: Will our company need to interact with your CMS system, and if so 

who is the provider? 
COH Response Assuming the question is regarding Case Management Systems, 

the Contractor will need to integrate with the City’s CMS system 
via API for exchanging of data related to the payment transaction. 

Question 58: Is there a back end database or web service we need to interface with, 
and if so, what is the system and version or DBMS version? 

COH Response The Contractor will need to integrate with the City’s CMS system 
via API for exchanging of data related to the payment transaction. 

Question 59: What type of transactions is the City processing? For example, Traffic 
Violations, Parking, Court Documents, Criminal fines/fees, etc? 

COH Response The One Call Solutions Center (OCSC) processes Traffic and 
Non-traffic violations; the Municipal Courts Department (MCD) 
does not process parking violations. 

Question 60: What is the average transaction amount? 
COH Response The average transaction amount is approximately $250.00. 
Question 61: What is the smallest and largest potential transaction amounts? 
COH Response Payments can range from $1.00 and greater. 
Question 62: How many average daily transactions are processed? 
COH Response The average daily transaction is approximately 100 transactions. 
Question 63: Does the City have a fully functional IWR and IVR system now that is 

being replaced? 
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COH Response There is no IWR or IVR system this is being replaced. 
Question 64: What does the current environment look like, which includes what ACD 

is being used, is the current ACD hosted or on premise, is the current 
provider a third party, and is the current provider submitting a proposal 
on this project? 

COH Response The current environment is an on premise Cisco Unified Contact 
Center Enterprise system.  This system is not being replaced by 
this proposal as the proposal is specific to payment processing.  
Calls will be transferred to the respondent's IVR system for 
payment processing.   

Question 65: What is the current average payment volume per month for the 
Municipal Courts Department system, to include the current average 
speed to answer (ASA); in instance of 20% of calls not answered in 20 
seconds, what is the SLA expected; what is the peak call volume; what 
is the average number of transactions;  the average construct of 
payment; and the payment types that the Municipal Court Department 
system would like to offer ( ie-credit card, electronic payment from 
bank, bill pay from customer’s checking or savings account)? 

COH Response The Approximate payment volume is $8,000,000.00 per year; the 
SLA is to be negotiated, however, the minimum target is 80% 
answered calls within 45 seconds; the peak call volume days are 
Mondays and Fridays; the average number of transactions is 
approximately 100 transactions per day; the average form of 
payment is credit / debit; and the acceptable forms of payment for 
MCD are credit card (Visa/MC/Discover/Amex), debit card and 
ACH / eCheck. 

Question 66: Does the contractor need to provide all technology from routing to IVR 
to desktop? 

COH Response The City is seeking a Contractor to provide a fully managed 
payment processing IVR.  Customer calls will be transferred to 
respondent's IVR system when option to make payment is 
selected.  Respondent is responsible for all systems and 
activities related to the payment processing call after the transfer 
has occurred and up to the point of confirmation data being sent 
back to the City via API. 

Question 67: Is there any technology that the Municipal Courts Department system 
will supply?  Does Contractor need to provide the internet pipe or 
connectivity from our hosted contact center cloud back to the physical 
location in Houston; does contractor need to supply the PC’s the 
agents will work on daily; will contractor need to supply the agent 
desktop or agent soft phone; and does all technology from the 800 
number that the current City of Houston number will remote call 
forwarded from, through delivering monies + admin charge, to The City 
of Houston, integration to back-end system of record, IVR, web portal, 
chat payment, etc. need to be supplied by the Contractor. 

COH Response The City is seeking a Contractor to provide a fully managed 
payment processing IVR.  Customer calls will be transferred to 
respondent's IVR system when option to make payment is 
selected.  Respondent is responsible for all systems and 
activities related to the payment processing call after the transfer 
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has occurred and up to the point of confirmation data being sent 
back to the City of Houston via API.  The City will continue to 
provide Contact Center services via the current environment to 
the agents for all calls except payment calls which will be 
transferred to the respondent's system. 

Question 68: Is there any technology that the third party collection contractors will 
provide in the integration with our company? 

COH Response Third Party Collection vendors are not involved with the IVR. 
Question 69: If a third-party collection group is using the system, will or company 

integrate to their Contact Center Technology (ie-dialer, call 
routing/ACD)?  If yes, what are the environments.  Is there a basic 
diagram of your current vendors’ environments? 

COH Response Third Party Collection vendors are not involved with the IVR. 
Question 70: Will the third-party collection groups currently utilized by the City 

provide their own connectivity to the payment system cloud as well as 
our call routing, IVR, chat, web portal, etc.? 

COH Response Third Party collection Contractors are not involved with the IVR. 
Question 71: What is client fee based upon (percentage of fine, etc.)? 
COH Response The client fee is for each successful transaction. 
Question 72: Can the City provide the contact center and IVR service levels such as 

average speed to answer, average handle time or first call resolution if 
payer opts out of IVR for an agent (“press 1 to speak to an agent”?  
What is the up-time of contact center routing system (for instance, 
99.5%, etc. and how long for an IVR programming change? 

COH Response This Information cannot be provided at this time. 
Question 73: What is the City’s average payment for tickets? 
COH Response The average payment for ticket is approximately $250.00. 
Question 74: What payments will be made to the Municipal Courts Department One 

Call Solutions Center (i.e. fees and fines, bonds, parking, etc.)? 
COH Response OCSC processes Traffic and Non-traffic violations; MCD does not 

process parking violations. 
Question 75: What percentage of payments are collected in cash, check/ACH, and 

credit/debit card? 
COH Response From January 2021 December 2021, ACH amount was less than 

1%, credit card was 68%, and debit card was 32%. 
Question 76: What percentage of payments are collected in person, online, by mail, 

and by phone? 
COH Response OCSC only processes payments by phone. 
Question 77: What is the City's current merchant account processing percentage? 
COH Response The City is not charged the credit/debit card processing fee.  The 

customer/defendant is charged a convenience fee which is 
received by the incumbent Contractor that in turn pays the 
interchange and processing fees.    

Question 78: Regarding Section 3.2.5 of the Scope of Work, can the City provide 
clarity on paying “MCD a client fee”? Is this a flat fee, percent based, 
recurring or is it to be determined? 
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COH Response The client fee is for each successful transaction and TBD. 
Question 79: Section 3.5 for the project location, Project location states the Bob 

Lanier Public Works building at 611 Walker, Office 308, Houston, TX 
77002.  Are there any geographical/location requirements for the call 
center itself? 

COH Response No, the Contractor will utilize their own call center. 
Question 80: Will the Municipal Courts Department (MCD) be the Merchant of 

Record for the credit card processing account?  If so, will MCD be 
signing a personal guarantee or providing supporting financials for 
volume/high ticket approvals? What are the estimated annual ACH 
and Credit/Debit Volumes (Rough estimate for underwriting purposes - 
this directly affect costs to underwrite and risk mitigation)? 

COH Response No, the City will not be the Merchant of Record and the City will 
not be signing a personal guarantee or providing supporting 
financials.  From January 2021 to December 2021, the Automated 
Clearing Houston (ACH) volume was 57; the credit cards volume 
was 12,983, and the debit cards volume was 6,023. 

Question 81: Is the expectation that an off-the-shelf solution will be able to provide 
all the stated functionality or has the determination been made that a 
custom system will be required to accomplish the specific 
UI/Reporting/integration requirements (for both the IVR/and CCP 
function sets)? 

COH Response The City prefers a COTS solution. 
 
When issued, Letter(s) of Clarification shall automatically become a part of the Proposal 
documents and shall supersede any previous specification(s) and/or provision(s) in conflict with 
the Letter(s) of Clarification.  It is the responsibility of the Proposer to ensure that they have 
obtained any such previous Letter(s) associated with this solicitation.  By submitting a response 
to this solicitation, Proposers shall be deemed to have received all Letter(s) of Clarification and 
to have received all Letter(s) of Clarification and to have incorporated them into this Proposal.  
If you should have any questions, please contact Roy Korthals at (832) 393-8734 or via email at 
buyers roy.korthals@houstontx.gov 
 
 
Thank you,  
 
 
 
Jedediah Greenfield, Chief Procurement Officer  
Finance/Strategic Procurement Division 
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